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WEBRATORY FEEDER FOR, CARTON FLATS 
AND THE LIKE 

Wickliffe Jones, Cincinnati, Ohio, assignor to The 
R. A. Jones and Company, Covington, Ky., a 
corporation of Kentucky 

Application July 27, 1950, Serial No. 176,227 
(C. 22-62) 9 (Claims. 

1. 
This invention relates to apparatus for com 

pactly Sustaining, jogging and advancing a bulk 
quantity of sheet or paper board stock, the sheets 
disposed in a vertical plane, as distinguished from 
a Stack assembly one upon another, for the con 
secutive and Successive sheet withdrawal, as each 
reaches a foremost position of the lot, adaptable 
as an example for carton loading machine for 
packaging a commodity and also for inserting a 
liner, description circular sheet, coupon and the 
iike in the carton or for individual sheet han 
dling Service. 
The feeder may be characterized as a vibratory 

or pulsating rack or rail extending in a horizon 
tall plane, upon which sheets and the like or 
paper board cartons in a flat, knockdown condi 
tion are perpendicularly disposed and bearingly 
Sustained, in a batch or bulk quantity to be ad 
vanced individually and as a unit toward a dis 
charge end of the rack suitably guided at one or 
Opposite Sides, as by a stationary rail or rails or 
Within a magazine and restrained at the dis 
charge end of the rack with the foremost sheet or 
carton of the lot exposed for individual and con 
Secutive removal or withdrawal. 
An object of the invention is to provide a vi 

bratory or differentially reciprocatory rack or 
rail horizontally disposed to Sustain thereon a 
bulk quantity of sheets, paper board containers 
in a flat knock-down condition or other sheet 
material, each perpendicular and in edge bear 
ing engagement upon the rack, to jog and uni 
tarily advance the same toward a discharge end 
of the rack, at which end, advance of the sheets 
is restrained and the foremost thereof exposed 
and available for individual extraction to de 
iiver the same for further operation or service 
and having all of the sheets in the assembly upon 
the rack relieved of any load bearing weight or 
compressive force detrimental to the Withdrawal 
of the sheets individually as they respectively 
a SSume a foremost position of the lot, the rack 
mounted on flexible leaf springs is vibrated at 
high speed by an electromagnet energized by a 
regulatably controlled pulsating electric current. 
Another object is to provide a vibratory or dif 

ferentially reciprocatory rack or rail for edge 
wise Sustaining and advancing a bulk quantity of 
paper board containers in a flat knock-down 
condition the rack or rail constituting a plane 
strip extending horizontally longitudinally with 
its opposite plane sides perpendicular for en 
gagement into a slit or spacing commonly ex 
isting between adjoining closure flaps at one or 
opposite ends of the body of the carton in its 
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flat knock-down condition, thereby straddling the 
rail, to assist in Sustaining the carton thereon 
against lateral displacement and permitting an 
edge of the body of the carton to be disposed in 
bearing engagement upon the rail materialiy 
beneficial in advancing the carton which result 
from the differential reciprocatory action of the 
rail. 
Another object is to feedingly advance a Supply 

of paper board cartons, conventionally merchan 
dised in a flat collapsed condition, in a perpen 
dicular position facilitating in handling the car 
tons as they are individually consecutively with 
drawn from the bulk supply to open or square 
and transport the same in an upright position 
particularly When the merchandise to be pack 
aged is manually deposited into the cartons. 
Another object is to provide simple and efficient 

means and mOSt economical method for feeding a 
bulk of sheets, flat paper board and the like for 
consecutive individual withdrawal and for con 
trolling and varying the rate of advance or feed. 

Various other features and advantages of the 
invention Will be more fully Set forth in the foll 
lowing description of the accompanying drawings, 
forming a part hereof and depicting a preferred 
embodiment, in which: 

Figure is a side elevation of the vibratory 
sheet feeder and jogger for a portion of its length, 
for flat collapsed paper board cartons. 

Figure 2 is an enlarged end view thereof. 
Figure 3 is an enlarged section on line 3-3, 

Figure . 
Figure 4 is a top plan view of the carton en 

bodying magazine, at one side modified from that 
shown in Figure 1, primarily being of reduced 
length and the carton transporting rail, centrally 
of the magazine. 

Figure 5 is an enlarged top plan view of the 
forward end of the side of the magazine which 
carries the means for restraining the advance of 
the foremost carton of the Supply. 

Figure 6 is an enlarged side elevation of the 
pulsating electromagnet shown in Figure 1 for 
actuating the carton Supporting and transmit 
ting rail. 
The feeder is disclosed for advancing or trans 

lating a pack or bulk Supply of cartons in a col 
lapsed flat condition, disposed in a vertical plane 
within a magazine or guideway extending in a 
horizontal plane, open at the upper side for its 
full width for conveniently inserting or deposit 
ing the cartons therein and its discharge or out 
let end is equipped to restrain the foremost carton 
in an appropriate position with a face surface 
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thereof exposed to obtain a hold thereon, as by 
one or a plurality of Suction plungers for indil 
vidual and consecutive withdrawal of the cartons 
from the feeder for transfer, as upon a conveyor 
or other means for progressively erecting, Squar 
ing, loading and closing the carton in its transit. 
In Some instances a paper board liner is appro 
priately initially inserted before the merchandise, 
which is in a flat condition likewise taken from a 
feeder analogous to the feeder herein disclosed 
for the cartons and similarly a pamphlet, circular 
sheet, coupon and the like may be inserted into 
the carton supplied from similar feeders. 

Referring to the drawings, the magazine in 
which the sheets are pulsatively advanced to. 
bring the foremost of the lot for individual with 
drawal, is representative of a guideway composed 
of a pair of side rails and 2, extending in paral 
lelism in a horizontal plane and suitably spaced 
apart for an edge bearing contact of a pack 
quantity of sheets of a definite size dimension 
deposited intermediate of the side rails. As illus 
trated each side rail constitutes a pair of angle 
bars in Superposed relation with the lateral flange 
of each thereof extending outwardly and rela 
tively in parallelism and connected together at 
a midpoint of their length by a block 3, having 
a pair of rods 4, 4, fixed thereto and extending 
laterally therefrom, as supporting means for ad 
justably mounting the rails upon a machine to 
which the stock within the magazine is supplied. 
The Side rails may be of an extended length 

for a given capacity or supply of sheets and type 
of sheet product utilized, as a given quantity or 
flat collapsed or folded paper board cartons will 
require more Space than thin paper sheet ma 
terial. 
The sheets, or cartons in their fat collapsed 

knock-down condition are placed and sustained 
With the magazine vertically upon a horizontally 
disposed, vibratory or pulsating rail for advance 
ment thereby and thereon toward a discharge end 
of the rail. Conventional types of foldable paper 
board... containers usually have closure flaps ex 
tending from opposite ends of the sides of the 
carton body, which in the collapsed condition of 
the carton permit the flaps for one end of the 
carton as an adjoining pair. or pairs to straddle 
the vibratory rail, which is of thin gauge metal 
with plane opposite sides, so that the carton sup 
ply carried by the vibratory rail need only be 
guided, at one. side of the magazine, except at 
the discharge end, as shown in Figure 4, where 
it is, beneficial to . Withhold lateral shift or nove 
ment of the cartons, and at which the feeding 
advance of the foremost carton is restrained 
and held exposed for appropriate engagement, as 
by vacuum cups or other reans, for Withdrawal 
thereof from the magazine and vibratory rail. 
The carton in a Withdrawal riotion is opened, 
bottom flaps closed and the carton transferred 
upon a Conveyor Or transporting means for load 
ing and closure of the top end. With the elimi 
nation of a guide at One of the Sides of the carton 
supply, frictional drag of the cartons is nate 
rially reduced, resulting in a more unifornin ad 
vancement of the carton and relief to carton ad 
vancing power requirements. 
The manner of mounting the side rails of the 

magazine to a machine of which the feeder is a 
component is optional and more or less depends 
upon the type and Structure of the machine. 
The for Ward end of . One of the side rails, in 

the present instance the side rail , is provided 
With a clamp, extending the full heighth of the 
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rail and comprises a base plate 5, fixed to the rail 
and a jaw plate 6 clamped to the base plate by 
a nut for adjustably binding a sheet retain 
iing iip plate 8 between and to the clamp plates 
5 and 8 having its forward end extending there 
beyond and provided with a lateral lip 9, project 
ing into the path of the guideway to restrain and 
stall the forenikost carton or shieet from further 
advance by the feeder and maintaining the same 
in an appropriate position or Station. With its 
front face exposed for contact by one or a plu 
rality of vacuun of Suction cups (indicated in 
dotted line Figure 2) as upon the end of a mov 
able plunger to obtain a hoid upon the carton 
for its withdrawal from the Gagazine. The car'- 
tion withdrawal mechanism being separate and 
distinct hereof is not illustrated nor described 
herein as to detail of construction. 
Paper board cartons of the type illustrated are 

coranercialized in a fiat collapsed condition. 
The style of carton (), as shown in Figure 2, has 
a four sided body and when erected, square or 
rectangular in outline and in the flat condition. 
with sides in pairs overlie one another, with sev 
eral or all of the sides having closure flaps ff. 
and f2 extending therefrom at relative opposite 
ends which fold inwardly to close the opposite. 
ends of the carton and usually one of the flaps 
inwardly to close the opposite ends of the carton, 
as the closure flap. 2, generally designated a . 
tucking flap which in the closed condition of the 
carton externally overlies the other flaps of the 
series and has a folding end or terminal portion 
as a tab which is tucked into the body of the 
carton or interlocked with another flap. The 
structural design of the carton is optional as: 
many different designs are produced and there 
fore separate or apart: from the structure of the 
feeder. 
As the carton flaps are hingedly movable upon 

the body, it is beneficial to restrain some thereof 
in line or plane with the body sides and prefer 
ably with which connection is made to individu 
ally and consecutively withdraw or extract the 
cartons from the nagazine or guideway of the 
feeder. Also as the sides of the body of the fore 
most carton is only restrained or blocked at one 
Side of the discharge end of the magazine; by 
the lip 9 engaging. Over the edges of the body of 
the Carton, While the : Opposite edge is free and 
towards which the carton is: contacted for With 
drawal from the magazine, the flaps for such body. 
side are each respectively engaged and restrained 
by one of a pair of stationary, pins or lugs, 3, 4, 
respectively as an upper, and lower; suitably sup 
ported. The pins 3, 4, and the lip. 9 appros. 
priately block the foremost carton from discharge 
upon the advancing or translating pressure im 
posed thereon within the magazine, while. not 
materially interfering... against Withdrawal from 
an extraneous force; 
A rack or carrier rail 5: for supporting, trans 

lating, and jogging the cartons within the mag 
azine, and for the type off carton disclosed is of 
flat strip form disposed approximately-centially 
and vertically beneath the lower. open end-of: the 
magazine longitudinally thereof for an edge, bear 
ing contact with the cartons. As shown in Fig 
lure 2, the rack projects into a division space bes 
tween the adjoining closure flaps if and f2 at 
the lower Side of the body of the cartons in their 
Vertical position within the magazine. The spac 
ing of the flaps at the opposite:ends of the carton 
body, which, normally is that of a slit, for one 
end is proportional for the receptioni of the rack 
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and bring the same into bearing contact with an 
edge of the Walls or side of the carton body, which 
are not subject to a degree of flex as the flapS, 
that extend beyond the depth of the magazine. 
The rack for translating the cartons is rapidly 
reciprocated horizontally and longitudinally of 
the magazine in minute pulsating Strokes. 
The rack 3 is fixed and vertically sustained 

upon a rail 6, extending lengthwise thereof. The 
rail 6 is of angle form in cross-section providing 
a lateral flange beneath the lower edge of the 
rack and has its forward end inclined downward 
ly, to which an arrnature T of a pulsating electro 
magnet is fixed. The magnet 8 is mounted upon 
a stationary base 9, as a part of the magnet as 
sembly and for mounting the unit within the 
machine which the feeder serves. The depend 
ing end of the rail 6 with the arnature : 
unitarily are connected to a flat or leaf Spring 
20, extending crosswise of the rail 6 and above 
the magnet, and has each of the opposite ends 
respectively fixed upon a stud 2, fixed to and 
extending from the base 9. 
The rail 8, intermediate of its length and 

lower side is fixeed upon an end of a fiat or leaf 
spring 22, angularly disposed and in parallelism 
with the depending forward end of the rail 8. 
The opposite end of the Spring 22 is Suitably 
mounted upon the base 9 which carries the 
electromagnet. The rail 6 is thus Substantially 
sustained upon flexible Supports for vibration at 
high speed upon rapidly energizing and deenel'- 
gizing the electromagnet. 
The magnet when energized, sharply draws 

the rack with the Springs in connection therewith 
in one direction and when deenergized resultS 
in release of the armature Whereupon the Springs 
move the rack in a reverse direction although 
not as sharply as the power stroke, whereby the 
differential reciprocation advances the carton in 
one or forward direction to the discharge end 
of the imagazine. As all movement is confined 
to the leaf springs which the rack connectS, there 
are no mechanical parts requiring oiling or other 
maintenance. A separate electric controller lo 
cated either close or at a distance from the feeder 
micrometrically adjustable may be employed for 
governing and varying the vibratory notion of 
the lack and as electromagnet vibrator and other 
types of vibrating motors are commercial prod 
ucts for a variety of other uses, a nore detailed 
description and disclosure thereof need not be 
included herein, being Separate and apart from 
the present invention. 
To assist in translating the cartons Within the 

magazine in an erect position and compact con 
dition, a weight or block 23, preferably of Wood 
material, provided with a groove across and with 
in its lower side for a straddling engagement 
upon the rack and thereby coordinately advances 
with and compacts the carton to prevent any dis 
tortion thereof in withdrawing the foremost 
carton from the magazine, while free to be man 
ually slid upon the rack to readily retract the 
same for replenishing the carton Supply. 

Having described my invention, I claim: 
i. An apparatus for feeding a Stock of paper 

sheets and the like to a point for consecutive 
removal of the sheets individually from the stock, 
comprising a magazine for guiding the sheets of 
the stock in a vertical plane for translation and 
restraining transit at an end of the magazine 
toward which the sheets are advanced for in 
dividual consecutive extraction therefrom, a re 
ciprocatory rack extending longitudinally of the 
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6 
magazine with the sheets in edgewise bearing 
contact thereon for jogging and advancing the 
sheets by its reciprocatory action, the rear end 
of the Stock of sheets having a backing to with 
hold the same from tilting rearward, an oscil 
latory leaf spring at one end connecting with 
the rack and at an opposite end anchored to a 
Stationary Support for carrying the rack, and an 
electronagnet device having a Spring Supported 
arnature in connection. With said rack, the Wind 
ing of the magnet of Said device supplied by a 
repeatedly interrupted electric current to cause 
the Inagnet in repeated rapid succession to at 
tack and release the armature and thereby in 
conjunction. With the Springs reciprocate the rack, 
by differential reciprocation to advance the sheets 
toward the sheet restraining end of the magazine. 

2. An apparatus for feeding a stock of paper 
Sheets and the like to a point for consecutive 
renoval of the sheets individually from the Stock, 
comprising a magazine for guiding the sheets 
of the Stock in a vertical plane for translation 
and restraining transit at an end of the mag 
azine toward which the sheets are advanced for 
individual consecutive extraction therefroin, a 
reciprocatory rack extending longitudinally of 
the raagazine for bearingly sustaining the stock 
of sheets within the magazine with the sheets 
in edgeWise bearing contact thereon for jogging 
and advancing the sheets by its reciprocatory 
action, the rear end of the stock of sheets having 
a backing to withhold the same from tilting rear 
Ward, an OScillatory ieaf spring at one end con 
necting with the rack and at an opposite end 
anchored to a Stationary support for carrying 
the rack, and an electromagnet device having 
arnature in connection with said rack, the wind 
ing of the magnet of said device Supplied by a 
repeatedly interrupted electric current to cause 
the magnet in repeated rapid succession to at 
tract and release the armature and thereby in 
conjunction. With the Spring reciprocate the rack, 
by differential reciprocation to advance the sheets 
toward the sheet restraining end of the mag 
azine, said Spring extending in a vertically in 
clined direction for vertically pulsating the rack 
to jog the sheets thereon for relative registra 
tion in their transit longitudinal. On the rack. 

3. An apparatus for feeding a stock of paper 
Sheets and the like to a point for consecutive 
removal of the sheets individually from the stock, 
comprising a magazine for guiding the sheets of 
the stock in a vertical plane for translation and 
restraining transit thereof at an end of the inag 
azine toward Which the sheets are advanced for 
individual consecutive extraction therefrom, a 
rack extending and reciprocable loingitudinally 
of the magazine for bearingly sustaining and ad 
Wancing the sheets of the Stock, With the sheets 
in edgeWise bearing contact theireon to jog the 
same and the rear end of the stock of sheets 
having a backing to withhold the same fron tilt 
ing rearward, and electrically pulsatively oper 
ated means connecting With Said rack to differ 
entially reciprocate the same at a high Speed rate 
for translating the SheetS to Ward the Sheet re 
straining end of the magazine. 

4. An apparatus for feeding a stock of paper 
sheets and the like to a point for consecutive 
removal of the sheets individually from the stock, 
comprising a magazine for guiding the sheets 
of the stock in a vertical plane for translation 
and restraining transit thereof at an end of 
the magazine toward which the sheets are ad 
vanced for individual consecutive extraction 
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therefrom, a rack extending and reciprocable 
longitudinally of the magazine for bearingly sus 
taining and advancing the sheets of the stock, 
a backing support slidably mounted on said rack. 
vertically sustaining the sheets upon said rack 
and unitarily advanced therewith and electrically 
pulsatively operated means connecting with Said. 
rack to differentially reciprocate the Sannie at a 
high Speed for translating the sheets toward the: 
sheet restraining end of the magazine. 

5. An apparatuS. for feeding a stock. Of paper. 
sheets and the like to a point for consecutive 
renoval of the sheets individually from the Stock, 
comprising a nagazine for guiding the SheetS 
of the stock in: a vertical plane. for translation 
and restraining transit at an end of the mag 
azine toward, which the sheets are advanced for 
individual consecutive extraction therefrom, ... a. 
rack for the base of the magazine extending and 
reciprocable longitudinally thereof for bearingly 
Sustaining and translating the sheets of the Stock, 
the sheets extending crosswise of the rack and 
in edgeWise bearing contact thereon, and the: 
real eid of the stock Ol' sheets having a backing: 
to Withhold the Sane from tilting rear Wardly, a. 
leaf spring at one end connected to the rack: 
and its opposite end Secured to a Stationary Sup 
port for vibratorily mounting said rack and elec 
trically operated means connecting with said rack 
to differentially reciprocate and laterally vibrate: 
said, rack for jogging. the sheets and translate. 
the Sane toward the sheet l'estraining end of 
the raagazine. 

6. A device of the character described, compris 
ing a pair of stationary guide rails for guidingly 
sustaining a stock of sheets and the like: in a 
vertical position and One thereof at an end to 
ward:which the sheets are advanced for consecur 
tive sheet withdrawal having a restraining lip to 
withhold advance of the: foremost sheet of the: 
stock, a longitudinally vibratable rail interme 
diate of Said' guide rails. as a base Support for 
stock of sheets, yieldingly. Supportingly mounted; 
a pulsating electromagnet having an arnature 
connected with said vibratable rail for repeated 
and in rapid succession attract and release said, 
arnature for instituting a rapid differential. vii 
bration of said vibratory rail for advancing the 
sheets sustained and bearing thereon toward the 
for Ward end thereof. 

7. A feeder for sustaining and advancing. a 
stock quantity of flat knock-down paper board. 
cartons and the like to successively present a 
foremost CartOn thereof for individual transfer. 
therefrom, comprising a flat strip rail horizontally, 
extended and spring supported for reciprocatory 
motion longitudinally and having its opposite. 
plane sides vertically disposed for the reception 
of a stock quantity of cartons straddling and 
vertical thereon, means for pulsatively moving 
the rail longitudinally in One. direction and in 
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pulsively retracted under the tension of its spring 
Support for differential reciprocation of the rail 
to singly and unitarily advance the cartons to 
One, as a discharge end, of the rail and means 
to restrain advancement the foremost carton, by 
Said rail at the discharge end thereof. 

8. A feeder for Sustaining and advancing a 
Stock. Supply of sheets and the like to succesively 
present a forenaost sheet at a station for indi 
vidual transfer therefron, comprising a rail hori 
ZOntally extended for the reception of a stock 
quantity of sheets vertically thereon and spring 
supported for reciprocatory motion longitudinally 
a Stationary guard longitudinally alongside of 
the Said rail to guidingly laterally sustain the 
stock of sheets. On said rail, having a lip ex 
tending therefrom in the path of sheet traverse 
on Said rail to restrain the foremost sheet of 
the stock at a station from further advance by 
said rail for individual transfer therefrom, and 
power actuated means in combination with the 
Spring Supporting said rail for effecting differen 
tial rail reciprocation to advance the sheet in a 
definite direction. 

9. A feeder for sustaining and advancing a 
stock supply of sheets and the like to successively 
present a forenoSt. Sheet at a station for indi 
vidual transfer therefrom, comprising a rail hori 
2Ontally extended for the reception of a stock 
quantity of Sheets vertically thereon and spring 
Supported for reciprocatory motion longitudinal 
ly, a stationary guard longitudinally alongside 
of the Said rail to guidingly laterally sustain the 
Stock of sheets on said rail, having a lip extend 
ing therefrom in the path of sheet traverse on 
said rail to restrain the foremost sheet of the 
Stock at a station from further advance by said 
rail for individual transfer therefrom, power 
actuated means in combination with the spring 
Supporting Said rail for effecting differential rail 
1'eciprocation to advance the sheet in a definite 
direction, and a backing block slidably engaged 
On Said rail to Vertically sustain the sheets at 
the rear end of the stock supply and unitarily 
advanced therewith. 
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